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Some Racial Displacements in Roman Historz. 
Foreword. 
It is not within the intention or scope of my thesis 
to disc~ss this subject exhaustively. I am well aware that 
the ramifications of such study would furnish material for 
several large volumes. It is my purpose merely to trace 
briefly the three general tendencies shown in the race move-
ments of the Roman world; namely, the au.stom of incorpora-
tion of conquered towns in t he early Republic; the general 
migrations of the Italian peoples toward the provinces dur-
ing the later Republic and the period of the early Empire; 
and finally, t he influx of f oreign populations to rehabili-
tate the devastated territories of Italy. in the days of the 
later Empire. I ha~e tried to give a sufficient number of 
illustrations of each type to indicate its eff ects upon the 
history of the Roman people . 
Because the civilization of the Eastern Roman world was 
more Hellenistic than Roman I have touched lightly upon the 
influence of Syria and the Eas t (important as it was) deal-
ing with it only where its effects were most plainly apparent 
in Italy and the West. 
Some Racial Displacements in Roman History. 
The Early · Repub lic~ 
When Rome first appeared on the banks of the Tiber she 
was only one of a large number of like primitive settlements 
in Italy, and a l ate arrival a.11 ong the galaxy of o i ty--sta tes, 
which had for centuries peopled tm shores of the Medi terra-
nean Sea.. !any of these otmr cities had either disappeared 
into oblivion, or still existed as solit ary units in various 
stages of decaying civilization. Greece with ber sple nd id 
contributions in art, literature , and philosophy, had y-et 
failed to stabilize her democratic ideals, but Rome was made 
of sterner stuff. She contained within herself the power of 
*"cohesive organizat ion" . united t ,o a marvelous ability to 
expand successfully. These elements c ornb ine d i th a tempera-
ment in her people of extreme practicality were to be instru-
mental i.n leading her to world empire. 
**Rome's power and greatness were based upon the policy 
she followed in organizing her urban communities. So long as 
in these centers throughout the empire the citizens retained 
their initiative and efficiency in self-government, their lo-
cal pride and patriotism, growth and prosperity of city and 
empire were assured. When, however, partly by the gradual ab-
sorption of the higher classes by the lower, and partly because 
* Hei tland: Vol I p.32. 
** Rostovtzeff: p.485. 
of the development of a vast system of irresponsible bur eau-
cracy, such local pride and initiative failed to function, 
even the greatest empire the world had yet seen could not 
long endure. Yet in her fall she was still great for she 
bequeathed to civilization her most valuable legacy - the 
knowledge of the organization of the city. 
Without doubt Rome had absorbed t.rom the Etruscans, her 
highly cultivated neighbors and conquerors, manY ideals of 
royalty and government, *yet at the time when the Etruscan 
dynasty in Rome was overthrown she was still a race of 
peasant land-holders and small merchants. It as with pea-
sant armies that she van quished t he Phoenicians and the East. 
Early Organization. 
As is true of all young nat ions, the first struggles of 
Rome were concerned with the consolidation of her own city, 
but even in this early period she began tre policy of con-
quest **and the incorporating into her state of persons from 
outside. ***She inaugurated this custom, which was to become 
the foundation of her rapid growth, by carrying aws;y the whole 
population of Alba. Longs to Rome, #leaving behind a ruined 
city with its temples alone left standing ori the Alban ount, 
* Rostovtzeff: p. 14 
** Heitland: Vol .. I. pp.50 
*** ommsen: p.lq6 
# Livy: I oh.8: 28,29 
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to provide a plaae . for the yearly ceremonies of the Lat~n 
Festival. Other cities wer e treated in this period in lit-e 
manner . •on the other hand, apparently feeling that secur-
1 ty a nd the power to hold t.he terr.i tory a cquired was even 
more i mportant than conquest , Rome began at this time to 
place colonists in positions of strategic i mportance to pro-
teat her own boundaries. 
Authorities differ as to the value of this plan of in-
corporation and colonization. **Frank namos as one of t he 
three most potent f actors in the deal lne of P.ome her " t hor ough-
going displacement of Romans by the non-Roman e l ement". 
***~~mmsen, on the contrary. considers that it is to the "im-
perishable glory" of t he ''only nation of antiquity ~rho was able 
to combine a su per i or political development and a superior civ-
ilizat ion". that it should have "correctly apprehended and vig-
orously realized" tha t its "highest distinction was to subju-
gate and control" t he inferior peoples of the world. ~osto­
vtzeff sees no criterion f or distinguishing between inferior 
ana superior races. He st a tes that those r aces named by Frank 
as inferior had already created great civilizations. 
Quite apart from any t heory of the value of Rome 's achieve-
ments i n coloniz ing, t~ fact remains ~hat i n the early dfG"S of 
the Republic she established colonies to protect her frontiers; 
that, i .n the troublous time s preceding the Civil Wars. one of 
* 
** 
*** 
Heitland: Vol. I. P.ll2 
Frank: p . 574 
Mommaen: Vol V. p .4 
Roatovtzeff: p. 485 
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her ablest statesme n, Gaius Gracchus, saw in colonization a 
way of relief for the poor; and that, when the proscri~tions 
had made of Rome a place of horror and of fear, thousands 
voluntarily fled from her precincts to form colonies in the 
provinces. FinaJ ly. when the lana of Italy had become 
ravished and depopulated, i .t was to these same provinces that 
the emperors turned to find new blood to envigorate the Senate 
and to re - people the mother city, Rome. 
*Rome's treatment of her conquered stete s , f or the most 
part was very liberal , and f ormed her first great forward step 
in civilization. After t he first, instead of appropriating 
all the best lands , and sell in~ the inhabitants into slayery, 
as as the custom of the ancient world, she gained the good-
will of the vanquished by taking only land enough to form a 
garrison of reliable far mer folk , at the same time treating 
t he people as if they were one day to be incorporat ed i nto the 
city of Rome as full citizens . Yet in following this pl an she 
had no altruistic motives, su ch as are preached today. She 
merely ch ose what seemed the most practical method of protect-
ing her own frontiers . It is significant to note that a:fter 
she had successfully conquere d all of Italy, and i mmediate 
danger to her c ity was removed , she placed no more such colonies . 
* Frank: 
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Colonies 
Rome alw.fJ3s remained a city and it was city-states simi-
lar to herself which she founded. These were to prove the 
instruments for Romanizing first ItalY. then the West, end 
:tinall,Y, the world . By various methods Rome always maintained 
control, isolating her subject cities so that they could have 
no relations with each other. It is estimated that by the end 
of the Samni te wars , she had placed over 60,000 colonists. She 
never, however , developed a representative government . 
It is interesting to observe how Rome proceeded tn her 
colonizing schemes• *From the earliest times she was forced 
to struggle with her neighbors. Whenever she conquered a city 
or a tribe in Italy she usually appropriated one-third of ita 
land. Part of this she sold at once for the benefit of the 
State Treasury. . The remainder became public land (ager publicus). 
Upon a portion of this public territory she usually established 
a colony d.eat.ined to become a ne city-state. A lav called. the 
'' Lex Coloniae" was proposed to the people by a consul, or. 
later, by a tribune, with full concurrence of the Senate. After 
the passage of this law an invitation as sent to those eligible 
to volunteer. **Sometimes they were punished or fined if they 
refused to do so . .A Roman garrison of about three hundred men 
was then placeq upon the land as rermnent residents. 
Such colonies were always established for two specific 
* Sandys: p.383 
** Heitland: Vol . I. p .167 
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purposes. mili tar,y defence and security for Rome. Greece 
might. and did, send out her colonies for a variety o:r rea-
sons;- to get rid of her surplus population; to form new nuclei 
for trade; or to serve as supplementary religious centers. 
Rome's motives were ever t r..e same. until perhaps in the second 
century when poverty and land-hunger may have provided new in-
centives. Cicero sums it up hen he says: 
*"Est ope rae pretium diligentiam maiorum recordari. qui 
coloniae sic idoneis i n locis contra auspicionem periculi 
collocarunt, ut esse non oppida Italiae sed propugnacula im-
perii iuderentur." 
The term "colonus'' meant a cultivator of the soil. "qui 
terram colit". A colonia was a portion of land so cultivated, 
hence it came to mean a piece of land set apart by the state 
for a definite purpose . "in locum certum aedificiis muni tum". 
**A colony differed from a municipium in that it was a new 
community definitely created by a law of the State, (lex 
coloniae). not an existing city-community incorporated into 
tre Roman States. A colony originated in Rome . received a 
grant of public land. and a charter in hich its rights were 
definitely set forth. Leaders were provided, and invita tions 
(almost mandatory}. were issued· to those who were eligible to 
become colonists. A prescribed number offamilies was decided 
upon and designated beforehand. Thus the Roman colonv was 
* Cicero: 
** Sandys: 
De legiubs: 
p.543 
Agr. 11.73 
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never iJ;Iaugurated by pri vate enterprise, exoept . in t he case 
of Cirta, in ~idia. This city was turned over to Caesar by 
P. Sittius. at the time of t he Civil · ar . PossiblY other ex-
ceptions car:1e · in the days of the empire when the public lands 
and resources were so completely exhausted that the Emperors 
were glad of the assiStance of public spirited citizens. 
Trans-Marine Colonies. 
In the ear~ days transmarine colonies. founded because 
of land hunger. were very rare. Down to B.C. 123 we have 
only Scipio 's Colony for veterans. at Italioa, in B.C. 207; 
Carteia, in 'Baetica, in B.C. 171 , the first of its kind, and 
Volentia, in Spain, in B.C. 138. 
Peregrinorum. 
Rarer still are the Colonise Peregrinorum, where P.ome 
sent foreigners to form a colony, as at Agrigentum, in B.C.300. 
We may in,clude here two colonies sent by Julius Caesar to 
Africa. 
Coloniae Civium Romanorum. 
*The colonies were of t wo types. the Coloniae Ciyium 
Romanorum, and t~e Colonae Latinae. The first kind consisted 
of Romans and ~heir families.' who were enrolled in the thirty-
*Sanays: p. 384 
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three tribes , and who possessed all the rights of Roman citiz-
ens . *Their land was usually exempt from taxa tion, and they 
were at first excused from service in t he legi. ons , since the;y 
were considered to b e doing t heir duty by protect i ng the sea-
coast. The maritime colonies usually had three hundred mem ... 
bers. These men { ooloni) formed a sort of aris tocracy . The y 
ware like patricians to the original inha.bi tants of the place. 
They he l d all the power and chose the local magistrate and 
senate from their own number . 
Ostia was the first of the marit ime col onies , pl aced at 
the mouth o:f' the Tiber , by King Ancus llartius, and confided 
with the· task of guarding the city of Rome, eighteen mi les up 
the river, from attacks by sea. Antium, in B.C . 338, and 
Tarracina, in B.C. 329, were located on the lediterranean 
Coast; Sana Gal1ica , ~ . c. 283 , and Pisaurum, B.C. 184, guard-
ed the Adr iatic; whi le Parma, B.c. 183, and Mtitina, B.C. 183, 
were situated in the valley of the Po . Last to be s ettled o~ 
the thirty-three or thirty-five colonies of this type was 
Epovedia (Ivrea) , B. C. 100 , in the sub-Alpine dis trict , defend-
ing tre mouth of the Great St . Bernard Pass. Later, the inland 
colonies, espec.ially in the north , received s.s many as **2 ,000 
or 3 ,000 members , since a smaller garrison would have pro~ d no 
deterrent to the invasions of Rome ' s barbaric neighbors • . Such 
colonists were obliged to ser~e in the legions. 
* Heitland: Vol I. p . 217 
** Sandy's: p.385 
Coloniee Latinae··. 
The Colonise Latinae rer e composed in part of Roman 
citizens who had surrendered their Roman rights for purposes 
of colonizations. In the fifth century B.C. Romans and Latins 
had fought together against their common enemies. By a treat.y, 
the Foedus Cassianum, of B.C. 493, the settlers on conquered 
territory became half of them Latins, end half Romans, and 
they shared the land as well as the spoils of battle. *Heit-
l and believes that the Roman plebians, migrating to secure 
land, formed the greater part of the early Latin colonies. 
and that it was this blood-bond which tended to give these 
cities closer relations with Rome than with the other Latin 
communi ties. 
After the Latin League dissolved Rome went on for a time 
creating new Latin colonies. The character of these colonies 
was pla~nly military. Three commissioners, appointed by law, 
conducted the colonists in military array to a place carefullY 
chosen on Roman land. Most solemnly they marked out the bound-
aries for t he walls, and established the colonists as inde-
pendent in internal administration, but bound to Rome in per-
petual all ianoe. 
The' colonists were from various sources. Some were Latins; 
some came from treaty-states; and many of the poorer Romans were 
glad to receive the allotments of land offered. A citizen of a 
* He i tland: · :Vol I. p. 105 note. · 
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Latin state •ms parmi tt-ed to migrate to Rome, provided he 
left behind a son to represent him. In some respects the 
surrender of their citizenship was advantageous to Romans 
in the La tin cities. They were independent of the Roman 
government , and en joyed complete freedom in the Latin city, 
which was usually larger and more prosperous than others 
outside of Rome. They were exempt from service in the 
legions, could settle upon untaxed land~ and help to make 
their own laws, while, at the same time, they enjoyed all 
the private rights of the Romans. Rome, herself, was bene-
fited by the saving of time in levying legions from distant 
·oities, which aided her, instead, with auxiliary troops. 
Sometimes the Latin colonies were placed among the sea-
board but later they YTere also located in the interior of 
Ita~. They guarded the roads which were threatene d by hos-
tile neighbors, and were larger than the usual Roman garrison. 
Between B.C. 338 and B.C. 2!0 fifteen such cities were estab-
lished, the first being Cales, in B.C. 334, with 2500 colonists, 
and the largest, Venuaia, in B.C. 291, which contained 20 ,000. 
Because of their size and growing commercial importance, Rome 
began to fear the Latin cities, *so the last twelve founded in 
Italy enjoyed fewer privileges. Finally, Aquileia, B.C. 181 
in the north, was the last Latin city to be founded. 
* Livy: 
/t .. . ·. 
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Aquileia. 
Aquileia was one of t te oost interesting to the student 
of' :ail' the Latin communities, because of her rapid growth in 
commercial prosperity. *This colony was located at the head 
of the Adriatic to guard tre a pproach to Italy from the north-
east. It was placed there just in time, for, in B.c. 179, 
the Gauls came surging from across the Alps requesting to be 
admitted to settle in the fertile lands of Italy. They were 
immediately ordered out of the country, yet in a few years we 
find them enrolled among the auxiliary troops. 
Aquileia was given 3,000 colonists, a larger number than 
most ci'ties received, yet not too many to protect this im-
portant pass. To induce settlers to go so far the allotments 
of land were exceptionally large, amounting to from fifty to 
one hundred forty iugera. 
The new city grew rapidly. The annexation of Noricu.m 
and the gr adual pacification of the Danube regions to~ether 
with the creation, in imperial days, of many large fortresses 
where the legions were s tati one d, raised the town to an im-
4 
portanoe never before attained by any colony. The legions 
were stationed first in Dalmati'a and in Pannonia, and were 
then transferred, first to Drave, and afterwards to the Danube. 
Thus . were created new and large markets for the products of 
agriculture and i ndustry of North Italy, and especially for 
*Rostovtzeff: p . 534 
' . 
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those of Aquileia. 
*The proximity of the iron and lead mines of Noricum 
led to the manufacturing of steel, iron and bronze weapons 
and utensils. Gold ornaments from Virunum were decorated 
with semi-precious stones. Excellent de posits of a good 
quality of olay and sand led to the manufacturing of glass-
ware, which with ambHr ornaments were exported. Tiles made 
in the famous factory of tre Barbii were sent to all parts 
of the Empire. as is proved by the existence of factory 
stamps in distant lands. The region also exported large 
quantities of wine and olive oil. Thus Aquileia became one 
o~ the largest and most prosperous centers of industry in 
the Empire. Its only rbrals were to be found i.n Gaul. 
At the end of the Latin war, in B.C. 338, Rome became 
the undisputed mistress -of Latium, yet the old name was re ... 
tained because the Romans in these colonies held only the 
private rights of connubiu.rn and suffragium. 
Rome's Punishment of Revolts. 
Rome claimed the right to call upon the Latin colonies 
for contingents at any time she needed their assistance. 
\Vhen , as in the Punic Wars , t welve cities refused to heed 
this oall and revolted, she punished them severely. **some 
were required to send oont tngents twice as strong as the 
* Rostovtzeff! p.534 
** Heit1and: Vol. I. p.S25 
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strongest cities had sent, the men of the better -class for 
over-seas service. Others were taxed or2 -tenth of one per 
cent of their annual income; while a third class lost the 
right of co-nducting their own census, Roman ·censors furnish-
ing a model census schedule. Such inte;rference i n their lo-
~al affairs had been hitherto unknown. 
Other illustrat ions are not lacking to show that Rome, 
however free in her dis posal of the rights of a itizenshi:p 
to those whom she considered_ worthy, was remarkably ruthless 
when cities under her leadership disobeyed or rovolted. 
*There is the case of Pregellae, a Latin colony planted by 
the ~omans in the territory of the Volsci, in B.C. 328.· 
Fregellae. 
**Fregellae 's loc ation on the Liris, in a rich vine-
growing country had insured its prosperity from the start. 
and 1 t soon became the most important city in a re p.: i on of 
great industrial end com.rnerc ial prosperity. It was the center 
of a gr oup of Latin citie s placed between tbe Appian ·ay and 
other roads. Vhen Hann iba l invaded Italy 'it had remained 
faithful to Rome, and had been c hosen as tbe mouthpi.ece of 
the other cities. 
What constituted its pecul iar grievance is not clear. 
It may have believed itself inadequately rewarded for its 
* Greenidge; p . 170 
** Livy: Ep4 Ix: XXVII, 10 
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faithfulness, or its citizens may ha"t"e desired l'!lore Roman 
right-s. Nobody knove, but Frege11ae, in B.C. 125, revolted. 
*By premature action due to treachery illithi. n the city she 
was unsuccessful and fell. Her punishment was t errible. The 
walls of the city were thrown down, and the town was left a 
mere open village, without privileges of any kind. During 
the following year a portion of its territory was used for 
the :foundir;g of a citizen coloey. Fabr.a.teria. This was made 
a typical garrison colony such as was placed only in a dis-
affected countr,y. 
The Ligurians. 
**Again in the caoe of the Ligurians we see Rome's utter 
disregard of any considerations except her personal advant~e. 
In 180 B.C. A Latin colony was founded on land offered for 
the purpose by the people of Pisae. This was almost certain-
ly Luoa. In 177 was founde d a citizen colony at Luna. These 
cit i es were designed to aid the movement northward. A road 
was built in 109 from Luna to Gama , with the intent of help-
ing to put down piracy, and to u se the excellent fighting 
ability of the Ligurians against the Gauls beyond the Al ps. 
The Ligur1ans however, continued to resist Rome and as fast 
as she conquered them she transplanted them to other territory. 
In 180 over 40,000 Ligurians were torn from their homes and 
* Plutarch: 
** Hei tlan d: 
C.Gracchi: 3 
Vol. II: p. 136 
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settled on vacant state l ands in Samnium. Soon afte~ard 
7, 000 were moved from t 11e hill country to the lowlands. 
When they continued to fight they were trea ted most brutallY. 
Many were sold into slavery by one consul, though they ere 
afterward freed by the Senate. It is prob able that t heir 
transportation beyond the Po was an artful pol i cy to create 
a division of i nterests between themselves and those of 
Transpadene Gaul. 
Uses of Certain Colonies 
The citizen colony of Aesium, B.C. 247, and t he Latin 
Colony of Spoletium, E.c. 241, in different parts of Umbria. 
seem to ha"fe been meant to str engthen t he power of Rome in 
tho North , where sh e was constantly threatened by the Gauls. 
The citizen colonies of Alsiu.m, B.C. 247, Fregenae, B. c. 245, 
a nd Pyrgi, before 191 , were all located on the coast of 
Southern Etruri a . These appe ar to have been designated to 
protect Rome, herself, from a sudden de scent by the Punic 
fleet. The Latin Colony, at Brundisium turned t he best 
harbor on the Adriatic i nto a Roman for tress. 
There is no doubt that Rome 1Na.s very harsh with he r 
La ttn coloni es, and yet t hey were of Roman blood, and by re-
maining loyal to her during t he Hannibal i c invasion they were 
her salvation. 
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At last, in B.c. 49, all distinctions between the settle-
ments vanished, when ItalY received full Roman citizenship. 
Uunicipia. 
*Still another type of Roman city was called a municipium. 
This was a town which dif~ered from a colonw in that it had 
already existed before being taken over by the Roman state. It 
was distinguished from the Latin and "peregrine"' colonies in 
that its citizens posse s sed the civitas, Such a distinction 
was universally true up to t he end of the second century. 
The municipium was the most important class of all tbe 
... 
Roman cities , and, like the othe·rs, it grew out of Rome 's mil-
itary necessities. At first it had been Rome 's habit to de-
stroy utterly her conquered towns, as she had wrecked Veii, 
in B.C. 396; or to transport their 'inhabitants bodily to Rome , 
as in the cases of Alba Longa and Antemnae under the monarcny . 
\'v"hen, however, tho need for a larger arrey "oecame imperative 
she instituted the custom of ~ incorpqrating the city with a 
gre at er or smaller degree of c i tizenship. This gave her the 
righ t to levy troops in time of need. Such a new city, sub-
ject to the dut.ies of citizenship, known as ''munera". came to 
be called a mu.n.ioipium from a combination · of the words "munus" 
and "cape re". 
In the earl i est times it probably received full citizen-
*Sa.ndys: p.366 
' 
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ship as .did Gabii and Capena . Afterward the public rights 
were vrithheld , as in *the case of Caere, in B.C. 353, from 
wbose experience came the coromon phrase, "in tabulas 
Caeritum referre", to · re· :resenta limited f'.orm o:f citizen-
ship. 
**Each city rem.~ in ed autonomous tn eo fa!' a.a de~in 1 te 
limits were set by 'Rome. Only one limita tion was com!!lon to 
all, tbat the cities coul, have no i'oreign policy apart :from 
that of R':'me , and that they must keep peace among themselves . 
Their sovereignty consisted of the right to govern themselves 
by tr..eir own code of laws, and to be protected from the arbi-
trary interference of officials. 
Although th.is system was, no doubt~a purely seli'ish one, 
#•'t ts adoption by Ro~m made e.ll the difference between here 
ama.zi~ng success in forming a great empire, am the failure of 
Persia. and Greece to accomplish the same object''. When at 
the end of the d~s of the Republic Ron1e ' s statesmen desired 
to put an end to these incorporations the people themselves 
ha.d become so certain of their value that they insistea upon 
fqllowing the ancient custom. Later Rome recognized the value 
of the practice by passing the "Leges Juliae". and the "Plautia 
Papiri.a" {B.C. 90-89), and by Julius Caesar's provisions in 
.'B.C .. 49, Roman cttize nship was obtained by all persons south 
of the Alps . 
* Sandye: p . 367 
** J. s. Reid : p. 367 
# Sandya: p. 367 
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/ 
It was to JuJ.ius Caesar also that the extension of. in-
corp ora.t lon to cor::rrauni ties outs:i. de of Italy was due. Its 
continuance was a8sured by emperors l.:.ke laudius and Ves-
pas ian, until fi.nally, in 212 A.D . every free inhabitant of 
Rome wherever f und , received the full Roman franchise, 
*"It is not too mile h to soy" , asserts Sandys , ·that the ere-~ .. 
a.tion of the mm1icip ium of the 'fourth century before Christ 
:has determined tre history of the world ever sinoe." 
In the days of the early Republic the citizens of the 
hunlcipia were often hostile to Rome , or else they were per-
sonally so 001bi t ious to recei ye P·oman honors that they were 
constantly stirring up their fellow ci ti.zens aga:i.nst her . 
In the early days of the Empire, however , so wisely had the 
rulers refrained from undue interference in the 3i'fairs of 
the local governments , and , on the 0ther hand, so generously 
had thAy encouraged locul prosperity , that the citizens of 
ea ch town had increased · n local pride and patriotism. At 
the same time they had acquired. a 10\·e for Rome and her in-
stitutions . · **Patriotts:m to a degree unknown in the modern 
w.arld was thus to be found in tm urban communi ties. Thou-
sands of inscriptions in towns all over t h e Emph4 e praise 
. the deeds o:f patriotic citizens and wealtJ'l.y benefactors, re-
lating tales of munificent gifts to the cities in whi ch they 
were born. A.T!lollg such publi c be.ne.factors are named, Dio of 
* Sandy's: p. 267 
** Rostovtzeff: p. 521 
.. 
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Prusn , Plutarch, and Sostrates of Boeotia. Thus the ''muni-
cipal system ~as tho brea th of life to the Romen bo~ 
politic ''• 
In the later Empire , however , evils began to creep in. 
Infringements of local authority came about gradually - Dio-
oletian passed ordinances affecting fina.nces and taxat ion. 
*The cities much preferred the direct government of the Em-
peror. Soon the cities voluntartly accepted P.oman law. 
**under the rigid control .of the Republ 1 c many abuses 
had crept int o the administrative system of the towns. and 
officials had enriched themselves at the expense of the 
people . Augustus corrected many injustices, especially in 
the cities of the provinces , and the people began to fGel 
that they could a ppeal to the emperors :for help in redress-
ing their grievances. Such interference, though reluot8lltly 
made by the emperors. at the request of the cities, and 
o::-eratinp: for their good, wa.s really an infrtngement upon 
tr£ir local autonomy. 
Diocle tian' s ordinances concerning finance and taxation 
led to the necessity for machinery in administerin~ them. 
This in turn was the cause of the building up ***of a buree:.u-
cracy which brought to the cities a crowd. o'f officials. Out 
of the ~rowing custom of dependence on Rome, and the habit of 
throwing the burden of local governn~nt on public officials 
* :.etters o.f Cicero to Attious 
""* .J. S .. 1:ei d: Chap. XIV. 
*** Cicero: Letter to Atticus. 
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c ame a 1essenin12; o"f initiati,·e and personal responsibility 
on the part of the people. 
Second Century B. C. 
After 200 3 . C. the dRJ18'81'' of attack fr om outsi de sources 
ha .. ;ing been removed , colon iza.t3. on languish ed unt11 ·it was re-
vived by new economic forces 1n Rome . 
*In the second centnry before Chr:lst Rome hod ceased to 
be a peasant state , ruled by an aristocracy of landowners , 
who themeelYes were only richer peasants. There had arisen 
an inf1 uential class of business men , and of we 11- t o- ao 
bourgeoisie. Rome had beco me urbanized. 
As a result of the Puniu Wars great areas of the country 
h .. b3en laid waste , and ami ted men ar;d capital to re invigor-
ate t h e land .. 
**Since much of tl1is territory was undeveloped l Pn d si t-
u a.ted at a distance frorj the market at Rome , the diffiCl.tltie s 
o:f transportatton and the cost of im~roveroonts made it un-
profitable for poor men to raise grain and vegetables in smal l 
quantities. Hence the public l ands had. fallen natrua.11y into 
the control of the uea.lthy senatorial class . wr..o cultivated 
t hem by means of agents ano. a multitude o:f slaves , turning 
vast trncts into grazing. This 1arge scale l)r oa.ucti on led t o 
untold distress. among the farcer folk , who were forced a ~ 
from their former homes . Uany dri:fteil to the c ities to form 
* Ros tovtzeff : p . 22 
** Frank : p . 175 
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there a class · of idlers. dangerous to the welfare of the 
govern.:Jent, because they possessed the vote , and ~Tare facile 
instru1.-eil ts in the hands of a demagogue. Some migrated to 
Cisalpine Gaul, where thsy found new farms and homes , but 
could not uso their poJitice.l privileges . Still other , 
doubtless trnvell6d to the :Provinces j_n search of the work 
and land denied them at ho;ua. 
Our records of t his :1er1.oli are unfor tunately very 
meagre. We know that the Latin colonies had to be given up, 
and that it was difficult to fill e~en the citizen colonies. 
It is pr obable that the people who went to the provinces 
were , on the whole , the n1o:re arnbitious , progressive clas s, 
and hence , that the better class were leaving Rome. \'Je know 
thut the population began steadily to aecl:i.ne; that chjldren 
of the old Tioman stock were becoBing ver,1 scarce, and that 
the city \·,as :ri:.ling with the ch j ldren of freedmen , who had 
been made citizens. The dersradation of stock was very ap-
parent in Rome . *Even the arrey was wea}:ened , because only 
lana- o·wners were o1)11get~ to serve :i.n the a rmy. "'.:i:he t radi-
tional Roman aristocratic regime , based on a peasant ariD¥ , 
gradually degenerated i11to an oligarchy of opulent families , 
w_ile tho !nili tary strength of Italy, based on the Italtan 
peasantry dwindled. We ha\e to remember that onJ.y land-owners 
were obliged to serve in the Roman army - another reason , by 
*Rostovt7.eff: p. 23 
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the w~ why peasants who were overburdened with militar.v 
service should sell their lands to large proprietors and 
remain on them in the capacity of tenants." 
*The condition of the city mob, composed of migrant 
farmers, and disbanded soldiers, became so serious that. 
as early as 201 - 196 they were provided with cheap corn 
by the curule aediles, and were becom:lng satisfi.ed with 
poverty. uuch wore the conditions which Tiberius Gracchus 
hoped to alleviate. 
Colonizing Schemes of Gaius Gracchus. 
It is said that the first idea of settling the question 
of the poorer middle classes of Rome by colonization outside 
of Italy came from Ga.ius Gracchus. That sympathetic an·d far-
sighted statesman planned, in B.C. 123, a measure of State-
as sis ted emigration to relieve the · distress of the better 
class of the city proletariate, which if it could have been 
-carried out, would probably have been of untold value to the 
country. He proposed three colonies, *~one to be sent to 
Tarentum, the second, to be placed at Scylaceum, and the third 
to be planted overseas on the site ot Carthage. though this 
gro1md had been cursed, and settlement there forbidden. 
* Heitland: Vol.. II. p. 241 
** Greentdge: p.224 
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Tarentum. 
*- **The colony sent to Tarentum, called Neptunia, 1as 
to provide a. good market for the farmers who had been set-
tled in southern ItalY by Tiberius Gracchus. Gaius hoped 
to revive the commercial importance of this ancient Greek 
city. which had been destroyed during the Punic Wars . Hel-
lenism was on the wane there, and the old and the new were 
easily merged . After the Social War they received a purelY 
Latin constitution. 
Scylaoeum. 
A second colony, sent to Scylaceum, on the bay south 
of the Iapygian promontory, was intended to revitalize a 
decayed Greek settlement, located at the portage road, hen 
fear of "Scylla and Charybdis" still influenced. the trader 
of the sea. It was expected that this would also encourage 
an industrial life on the shores of the now desolate Brutium. 
Carthage. 
The most important plan of Gaius Gracchus, however, con-
cerned itsel:f with Carthage, which, barely twenty years be:fore, 
had been destroyed. It was natural that a statesman should 
look with longing eyes toward this rich and fertile countr.y, 
Frank: p . 206 
L'Annee Epigraphie .• 1896 - pp. 30 ,31 
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which for centuries had sup ported one of the wealthiest and 
most cultivated cities of the ancient world. 
*The valley of Bagradas , near Cartha~e . and some parts 
of Numidia were quite ·as fertile and capable of sup~orting e 
large population as the region of the Nile i n Egypt, yet it 
could. be easily controlled because of .• the lack of near neigh-
bors. Its clima.te was semi-tropical and healthful. Wheat 
was the staple product of the valley, and the vine and olives 
flourished. The Phoeni cians had introduced the cultivation of 
the artichoke. pomegranate, and tl~ date palm. A branch of 
the latter apnears on the coins of ancient Carthage, and on 
the tombs of the Punio Christians, where the cross is added. 
The Carthaginiana had mined quarries of pink , white, bro n and 
yellow marble . They had manufactured purple dye, and had built 
up a flourishing trade in woolen goods, sponges, skins and 
fruits, transported by caravans across the deserts . **Camels 
• 
it is true were not introduced until the later days of the 
Romans , when Pliny tells us, under Augustus, Cornelius Balbus 
established an important trade route across the desert. What 
wonder that such a garden spot should attract prospective col-
onists! 
The region was dry and seldom wooded, so needed a system 
of irrigation by canals to insure its prosperity. For this 
* Bouchier: Africa: p . 2 
** Pliny: N. H. V. 5, 36 
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reason, as well as to encourage the :Rooons to migrate, Gaius 
proposed to assign to his colonists large allotments of land, 
of from forty to two hundred lugera each. *He sent out a 
colony of 6,000 persons, settlers of the better class, most 
carefully selected for good character. 
**Rubrius, a colleague of Gracchus, took charge of the 
colony. Ga.ius , himself. was one of a committee of three to 
prepare the land for occupancy. He journeyed to Africa, 
worked at high pressure, travelling and surveying the land, 
and laying out the site of the town. Then, after seventy d~s. 
he hastened baok to town, where his enemies in the Senate ere 
actively at work to defeat his project . Why they opposed this 
' 
plan is not entirely clear unless it was because the idea of 
settling .beyond the sea did not appeal to the Roman character, 
or to their ·political theory of Government. **lf'"The essence 
of Roman policy", Hei tland says, "was a jealous wat.ch ing and 
isolation of those whom they meant to control, and from hom 
they required service". it'Perhaps the Senate feared that, as 
in the cases of Carthage and Corinth, such a colony might ulti-
mately surpass the mother city in wealth and power. 
,, -'L 
,nfHowever, the attempt was made. Six thousand persons 
proceeded to Junonia, but the colony never attained 8lJ7 degree 
* Plutarch: c. Gracchus: 9 
** Heitland: Vol . II. p . 310 
*** Hei tland.: ro1. II~ p . 141 :, Vellar: · ii 7 Bouchier: Africa: ch. II. p.l3 
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of succe ss. *From the star t it was beset wlth evil omens . 
**The standard was blown down; ***the s acri fices were swe pt 
off t h e altar by a great wind ; and wolves tore up t he 
bounda r,y marks. #when t he oligarchy triumphed- at Rome t h e 
lega l existence of t he colony came to an end-. 
Capua. . 
# Gaius Gracchus ha d hoped to place a colony at Ca nua .; 
in the fertile plain s of Campania, and by his group of col-
onies to re·cuperate the wh ole of It ·l.y·, a s well as to re-
lieve t he distress of the poor. His de a t h in B.C~ ·· 21 rought 
all these plans to a close. 
In the v.ery year he d:1ed the .lots were c!eclared saleable, 
and i n B.C. 111 they were declared full private property &nd 
I 
rent free. " The ol d encroachments of l and-owners doubtless 
began as soon as that bill was passed", says Frank, but i n the 
me-antime much land h8.d been settled and many poor people had 
been removed from :? orne. What had been accomplished in respect 
to l a."lds had been wholly an a vantage.'' 
(~ostovtzeff believes tha t the only result of the at-
temvtect r e :forma o:t the Gracchi was to stir up the large masses 
"' 
** 
*** 
JL 
li 
l?luts.rc~ 
Ap p . B.C. I. 2 
-Eutr op. IV, 19 
Li-vy: Ep. 9 
C. Gracchus II:8 
~,rank; p. 208 
Frank; . p. 231 
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of Italian population, and draw a sharp line of cleavage 
between the rich and the poor . 
The Social War . 
Gaius Gracchus had failed to enfranchize the Italians, 
but their struggle for the rights of citizenship still 
went on, and out of their efforts sprang the Social War of 
90 to 88 B.C. This was a great affliction to Italy, about 
300,000 men, both Pomane .and Italians losing their lives. 
Yet the Italians. gained that for which they had fought by 
the passing of the *"lex Plau tia-Papiria", in h ich the 
Senate offered citizenship to all allies within Italy who 
should register before a P.oman praetor within sixty days. 
The consul, Pompeius , also wisely introduced a law giving 
citizenship to the Latin colonies in Cisalpine Gaul , and 
Latin rights to all other inhabi tents of tha·:.; regi on. This 
was , perhaps, the oaoasion on which Vergil's father, then 
living in Cremona. became a Roman citizen. 
Out of this war grew, also, the struggle between Har iue 
and Sulla inaugurating the reign of terror in Rome, known 
as the Marian Massacres when everywhere the enemies of Mariue 
were cut down without me rcy. Suila's return to the city, hie 
battles and hie wholesale proscriptions took another heav.r 
* rank: p .. 241 
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toll of Italian life. In the ten years of Civil Wars a t 
least a half million men, or about one-third of all the 
population capable of bearing arms.- perished. 
Causes of the Civil Wars. 
Frank explains this sudden burst of uncontrolled fury 
in a nation which for centuries had met crises calmly by 
referring to her undue expansi on. *That part of tho state 
which was solf governing, scarcely one per cent of the 
whole, was "growing imperious and lordly. · forgetful of old 
habits of equitable procedure. It was diE! covering that 
subject peoples could be exploited financiall~ both direct-
ly and indirectly''· Another important factor, he thinks 
was the gradual change of race at Rome. "The old etook o"! 
Italy had s~ffered fri ghtfully in the Punic Wars, in the 
expansionistic campaignfl; East and West, and in the Social 
War. Roman citizens had also folTowed the course of con-
quest, going into the Gracchan colonies 01• int(') the pro-
vincial ventures of their own accord when the plantation 
system had made life precari rms at home. As we have noted 
their places were taken by hordes of slaves who bred up a 
new race of freedmen and consequently of citizens." Such 
men, he thinks of the excitable eastern r aces, could never 
*Frank: 
Frank: 
p. 241 
p. 242 
~ ·· 
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comprehend or sympathize with the dominating traditions which 
had lea the early Romans to die for liberty and never ac-
knowledge defeat. They were by temperament incapable of a 
republican government. 
Colonies of :Marius and Sulla. 
*After the Civil ' 'ars :from a social and economic view 
point Italy did not alter much. Veterans of Marius dis-
placed landholders in the oi ties, but these veterans were 
Roman citizens and were readily absorbed into the population 
of the towns and country, as is shown by the case of Po~peii, 
Here a colony of Sulla's discharged soldiers became so thor-
oughlyrunalgamated with the original stock that the Osoan 
. . 
language was replaced by the J.,atin. 1lot less than a half a 
million men received holdings in Italy during the last fifty 
years of Clvil Ware. The deprived lando:mers were ruined. 
and were forced to migrate to the large cities or to the 
provinces. or else to increase the already la.r e number of 
workless parasi tea in Rome herself. A very fe ·entered the 
arDG'• 
BBitlapd does not believe that a large number of Italiao 
peasants emigrated to the provinces. He declares that there 
were no peasants in Italf during the first century B.C.; but 
*Rostovtzef:f'~ p. 30-33 
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there is no doubt that there were peasants at that time 
tilling the soil of the great landed estates. *Rostovtzeff 
believes that the redistribution of the first century af-
fected not only the city bourgeoisie but also the small 
landowners, both tenants and peasants . He argues that ith-
out such an assum tion we could not explain the complete 
Rooanization of southern **Gaul, Spain and Africa. Besides, 
he asks, 'twho were the colonists that were settled in 
Macedonia by Augustus?" 
***For the first time in the his tory of Rotne the est 
underwent a systematic colonization from Italy, conditione 
in the East being unfavorable. The most notable were the 
new Homan colonies organized by the leaders of the revolu-
tionary movement , e·specially those of Uariua, in Africa , of 
Caesar, Anthony, and Augustus , in Gaul, Spain, and Africa, 
and in some parts of Asia Uinor. #With Martus and Sulla the 
old system of settling military colonies came to an end. 
Colonies were now established to provide either for poor cit-
izens or for veteran soldiers. ##After the battle of Philipp i 
the leaders were obliged to provide land for 170,000 men • 
. The first of the m111 tary colonies was Eporedia, settled 
in B.C. 100. At th.is time came a change i n the rule that only 
state land could be given for colonies. Tbe public lands of 
* Rostovtzeff: p. 498 note 32 
** Case. Dio. 54.4 
*** Roatovtzeff: p. 34 - p.279 I Cicero: 2 Plut . pp. 102. 
#I Sandya: p. 387 
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Italy had b een exhausted and private land had_. t o be ac-
quired. Sometimes it was purchased, but often the vet-
erans were placed upon land confiscated by sheer robbery. 
These colonies \vere fre quently sent to existing communi -
ties with t he intent of invigorating t hem or of helping 
them to resist the process of decay. This also as main-
ly t he form of t he colonies of t he e arly principate in 
Ita ly, among t hem B.eneventum, Parma, a nd Bonovia. 
*In addition to these military colonies marw Italian 
money-lenders, traders, or agents of tax formi ng companies 
sett l ed in the .lest on their own account, and ·mingled with 
the Romaaa and the native population. **~he story of many 
a city in Africa a nd Numidia shows how i mpp:rta nt a part 
such citizens c~1e to pl~ in the civic life. For instance. 
there were Thu.gga.,.: in Africa, and Cirta in Numidia. Neither 
o:f these colonies was ori ginally a military ooloey. 
Cirta.. 
Cirta was the old llumidia.n oa.pi tal, situated about fifty 
Roman miles from the !!edi terranean Sea , u pon a high rook, 
1,000 feet above sea level. *** In 64 B.C. P. Sittius, of 
Nuoeria, a partisan of Catiline, left Rome in the hope of 
enli.sting sol diers to strengthen the rebel cau36 in Spain 
* Sandys: p. 387 
** Bouoh ier: Africa: p . 22 
*** Sall. Cat. 21 
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and Africa. *He took service under the Uoorish king, 
Bacchus. On the outbreak of the great Ci.vil War, Bacchus 
embraced the Caesarean side, and Sittius, as his lieuten-
ant, captured Cirta from the rival faction of Juba and 
Pompey. In reward for his services Caesar granted Si ttius 
the town on peculiar condit i ons. ·cirta became a colonia 
directly dependent on Rome. No separate lex colonia wae 
needed, as Caesar had provided an agrarian law under which 
the foundation was to be carried on by one of his agents. 
Si ttius was thus g iven wide powers as 'legatus pro praetore". 
He began the organization of the city, but was killed in a 
war. Under Augustus Cirta received new colonies from Italy, 
and was governed by a duumvir. 
Augustus. 
Under Augustus sixteen cities selected as unfriendly to 
their cause lost their land., which was given to the dis-
charged soldiers. Among the evicted were three of the great-
est poets of the period, Propertius, Horace and Vergil. A 
picture of their distress is thus pictured in Vergil's first 
Eclogue. 
Meliboeus. 
"But we must beg our bread in climes unknown, 
Beneath the scorching or the freezing zone: 
And some to far O~xis shall be sold, 
*Cicero: Pro. Sull. 20,56 
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Or try the Libyan beat, or Scythian cold; 
The rest among the Britons be confined; 
A race of men from all the world disjoin'd. 
0 ! must the wretched exiles ever mourn? 
Nor after. length of rolling years return? 
Are we condemned b¥ Fate 1 s unjust decree 
] o more our houses and our homes to see? 
Or shall we . mount again t :r..e rural throne, 
And rule the country kingdoms once our own: 
Did we for these barbar ians . plant and sow? 
On these, on these, our happy fields bestow? 
Good Heaven! what dire eff ects from civil discord flow. 
r ow let me graft my pears .and prune the vine; 
The fruit is theirs, tr..e l abor only mlne, 
Farewell, my pastures , my paternal stock, 
14' fruitful fields.. ~nd my more fruitful flock! 
No more my goats, shall I behold you climb 
The steep cliffs, or crop the flow'ry thyme! 
No more, extended in the gret below, 
ShHll see you browsing on the mounte.in's brow 
The prickly shrubs; and after on the bare 
Leap down the deep abyss, and hang in air . 
Uo more roy sheep shal} sip the morning dew; 
No more my song shall please the rural crew; 
Adieu, my tuneful pipe! and all the world, adieu!" 
Syria. 
Yergil: First Eclogue 
~rans. by John Dryden. 
i'Je can give very little space here to a discussion of 
the Roman colonies in t })3 East, though it is undoubtedly 
... 
. ~
true that the Eas t had a great influence upon Roman life. 
It was the Ea stern Roman Empire that continued to exist for 
nearly a thouse.nd years after Rome. had fallen, and that pre -
served for civilization Roman l~w and goverrnnent , and the 
culture of the Greeks. Yet, if we are to trust the author-
ity of Bury, it was by tre exercise of qualities most un-
- 34-
Roman that the 3yzant i ne Emp ire l asted . He declares that 
*''The Emperors were continually e.djust:J ng and readjusting 
the machinery o f government to satisfy nsw needs and meet 
changing circur.1ste.nces ••••• To this elasticity, which hist-
orians have failed to emphasize, the Empire owed i te long-
evity. '' 
**nit has sometimes been pointed out that wh ile the 
Romans met with remarkab1e success in ruling e. half-civil-
ized nat i on, such as Spain or Gaul, in which their military 
government and veteran colonies developed natural resources 
and supplied examples or encouragement for municipal ad-
ministration, law, and educa tion, they did not always prove 
well adapted for the control of a people who already poe-
. ' 
sess ed a civilization as high as their own, though differ-
ing in kind. Ir1 such cas es the chief service which they 
rendered was pr~tection from external enemies or . from 
brigandage, and they were inclined either to exploit ana 
oppress their unwarlike subjects, as in Asia liner, or to 
isolate them, leave t h em alone , and allow them to sink into 
t he lethargy of mere loc a.l municipali sm." 
When the Romans arrived in Syria in 64 B.C. they found 
the country occup ied by four Semitic r aces who were partly 
in subjection to the Greeks. They continued to speak Greek 
* Bury, J.B. 
** Bouchier: 
p. 427 
Syria: p.4 
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as a common lan~age long afterws.rd. The Romans estab-
lished few colonies and formed :few sympa thetic contacts 
with the. natives hom they both distrusted and disliked. 
*Early writers iil~e Cicero and Juvena1, express the most 
unfm,·orable 'estimates of t heir charncters. ':;;hey found 
them crafty. unprincipled , and wholly devoted to self-
interest. gxcept for t he Jews, the people of Syria made 
slight resistance to the Romans. seeming rather to appre-
ciate the "?ax Romana", which protected them from the ag-
gressions of their neighbors. Yet they never became 
really Tiomani?;ed. Rather it was the Orienta ls whose re-
ligious. an.d finally .w.hose autocratic ideals of govern-
ment c;ame to p revail over those of early Rome. 
As soon as the Romans protected the frontiers and 
laid oQt ronds and brid~es co~Jerce increase~ rapidly , 
since there was a great demand in Rome for the Juxur iee of 
the East, and for those brought from China, Jaran and India 
by way of these trade routes. 
Syrian manufactures were chiefly srlass - ware from Si~on. 
and the famous rnrp1e dye of Tyre , matle from two sorts -of 
fish, the murex and the bucc inurn. found only on a nearby . 
coast. A silk o-f imperial -purple was a rno.nopoly of Tyre . 
The growing o:f :flax a.n d manufacture of 1 tnen was an in-
dustry of Berytus. Tyre and Eyblus . The sweetness o:f the 
*Cicero: 
Juvenal: 
" 
Prov. Cons. V. 10 
III,· 62 seq. 
VIII, 160 
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wine of the country is extolled in a. La.t in couplet: 
*"Nectareos succos, Baocheiamunera. , oernis, 
"uae bitis genuit sub aprico sole refecta.." 
Oli "ft e s and oi 1, raisins, and dried fruits were exported, 
and perfumes ere highly favored. by the people o'f the 
mpire. 
The developnent of the road systen oaused ID"'J.ch trade 
from Arabia. a:nd the Orient to pass through Syria. **"From 
Arabia came incense ~nd. myrrh; fro~ India sp ices, oint-
ments, je"7els, skins, ivory, cotton fabrics and slaves, 
from ehinn silk. 
Merchants from Pone , grown wealthy in Eastern tra.de 
returned to the cap ita1, carrying with the ~l new ideas o'f 
capitalism. and business organization, vih1.ch they ap-pl ied 
at home. 
The emigration of Syria traders to the West was con-
stant.· Slaves were in great demand, and they somet imes 
secured their freedom and settled in Italy. It was a 
slave of Enna , :.unus from Apamea, who headed the first up-
rising in Sicily in 135 :B.C. !n the Empire Syr1.an slaves 
increased in number. Uaey acted as priests of Cybele, the 
oul t of which came ea rly to Rome . Many were of a degraded 
;;.' . 
character but there came also merchants . soldiers, philos-
ophers , architects and ljtera.ry or scientific men. They 
* C.I.L. iii. 188 (Bara) 
** Bouchter: Syria. P •. 166 
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displayed a business ability ~hioh enabled them to do val-
uable work for the state in developing mines , building work-
.shops. and establishing harbors. The Tyrians of Puteoli 
formed a rich and populous colony on the Via Campa~a. There 
was a settlement at Ostia. 
~·hen Christianity became general in the . ~est the Syrians 
helped to develop its mysticism. as in the use of the cruci-
fix, and the establishment of monasticism. At Rome Trajan 
employed Apollodorus ~ of Damascus to build the bridge over 
. the Danube, and to design the temple, column and library o~ 
Trajan's forum at Rome . *In law and politics these Orientals 
influenced greatly the establishment of the centralized state 
of Constantine with its carefully graded ranks of officials, 
placed under an absolute ruler and upheld by a professional 
army. 
Pompey's 1ork In The East. 
Pompey 's work in the East need scarcely be mentioned 
here, for while he founded numerous towns and oi ties where-
ver he went hie policy of laissez-faire led to. lit:.cle Roman-
ization of places. He interferred not at all with the local 
l 
governrne nts., unless calla d upon to do so. Yet, when requested 
to form a new government he usually adopted the oligarchic 
*Bouohier: Syria: p. 178 
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form of Rome, *"for like all Romans of position he instinct-
ively believed in the · steadying influeme of property and in 
the superior wisdom of those who had property.'' 
**Pompey destroyed the arms and ·boats of the pirates of 
tb3 Ued iterranean, but he spared his captives, set them 
free and settled them in towns, wherever it was :feasible to 
do so. They became :for the most part, peaceful settlers, 
repopulating decaying cities inland as well e.s on the coast . 
Soli, in Cilicia, is a famous example of such to ns. It we.s 
renamed for its benefactor, Pompei opolis. Other colonies 
were sca ttered from Dyme, in the Peloponnesus to the Cala-
brian heel of Italy. Vergil refers to the old man from 
Corcyra (in Cilicia) whom he found " contentedly tilling an 
unkina soil near Tarentum". 
Caesar's Colonies. 
***Caesar's gigantic plan of ameliora ting the condition 
of the lower classes was cut short by his untimely death, 
yet he accomplished much. I n his ttme, as a result of the 
formation by Harius of a standing army , it had become ab-
solutely imperative to furnish land for retiring soldiers. 
#caesar added to this l and scheme a plan for p roviding :for 
the welfare of the poorer Italians by an elaborate system 
* 
** 
*** 
Frank: p . 258 
Heitland: Vol. III. p. 56 
T. P. ice Holmes: Vol. III. p. 321 
Strabo: XVII, 3.15 
Plut. Caesar: 57.3 
. . 
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of colonization along the lines of the plans suggested by 
Gaius Gracohus. but on a larger scale. 
*Eighty thousand citizens were established in various 
over-seas colonies. The most f001ous of his objectives 
were Carthage and Corinth, destroyed by the Senate in 146, 
which he hoped to restore to their ancient glory. 
Gaul. 
**He sent veterans of the sixth legion to settle Gaul 
at .A.relate, now Arlee in Gaul, and veterans of the tenth 
legion to reinforce the old commercial town of 11arbo. He 
also proposed to send reinforcements to ~ons. The civil-
izing e:!feot of these cities was enormous, one indication 
being the adoption of the Latin language by the natives. 
Claudian in a poem declares that it is 
"Owing to thee am thy contro 1 
That all the world is one." 
***Caesar's c.onquest of Gaul is held by Frank to have 
been one of the "most bril iantly planned and. executed 
military ejrploits in Roma.n history" , a.1 so that jn its con-
sequences to Rome it was one of the most important. "S ince 
Roman territorial expansion practically car.J.e to an end with 
the death of Cneeer it is not likely that Genl would have 
been Romani zed had it not been done at this time. The 
* Dio ~III: 50.3 - XXXII , 27.13 
*¥ Pliny Iv. 1.11 
*** Frank: p. 283 
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shifting of the frontier from the Alps to the Rhine. and 
tbe possession of a province of many million Occidentals 
o'f a very hardy· race that was amenable to P.om& 's civiliza-
tion in:f'1uance, and available for army service, for com-
merce, and even for reinvigorating the s took of Italy, 
were advantages the signi fica nee of which becomes :fully 
apparent only when one has read the story of Rome's 
strugp.le to survive during the centuries of the Empire. 
•u:ommsen declares t ha t although Caesar·•s ends were 
military they were also a political necessity to c onstruct 
a rampart against the Germans. "It was a brilli.ant idea. 
a grand hope . which led Caesar over the Alps .- the idee. 
and confident expecta-tion tha t he should gain there for 
his fellow burgesses a new boundless ho~e. and regenerate 
t he state a second time by placing ! t on a broader basis." 
a.ul was a land of grN t promise. Its c'l1nate was 
a imi lar , to that of Italy, its soil faYorabl~f for agriculture, 
while · its many navigable rivers and ~ lendid harbors encour-
aged the growth of comme rca. 
**"The province of Gaul is full of merchants; it swarms 
with Roman burgesses. No native of Gaul transacts a piece 
of business without t he intervention of a Roman: every penny , 
that passes from one hand to anotl~r in Gaul. goes through 
the account books of the ~oman burgesses." 
* !ommsen: 
** Mommsen: 
Vol. V. p.5 
Vol. V. p.9 
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In addition to the colonists at Narbo there were in 
Gaul many Romans engaged · n · cult i va.ting the land, re aring 
cattle. and carrying on commerce. Uost of the provincial 
land here, as elsewhere, was in the hands of Roman nobil-
ity living in Ita~. so that these farmers and graziers 
consisted for the most part, of their slaves of freedmen. 
*Aquae Sextiae and Narbo were towns of considerable 
ai ze, and Hasailia wa.s the best organized, the most · free 
and capable of self-defence, and the most powerfUl of all 
the Greek cities dependent on Rom~. These cities grew 
rapidly in industrial and commercial importance. Fish and 
bird's eggs were collected, linen and wool were manufa.o-
t~ed with the aid of the Romans, and the copper, t in, gold 
and other metals were mined. 
It took eight years to conquer Gaul, from 58 to 52, but 
after that it was naturally and easily Roman_zed. **The 
national religion and their priests were spared. Celts of 
rank were admitted to Roman citizenship~ and the Latin 
language soon took precedence over the native dialects. The 
Roman monetary- system was put in use, and the nat i vee were 
permitted to issue the smaller coins. 
A Roman writing of Uay, 698 declares, ***"Daily the 
letters and messages from Gaul are announcing the names of 
* Uornmsen: 
** Mommsen: 
*** Cicero 
Vol. v. p.ll 
Vol. V. p. 101 
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peoples, cantons, and regions hitherto unknown to us". 
Caesar 'a system of defence against the Germans, Mommsen 
declar~s. "gained .for Rellenico-Ita.lian Cui ture the inter- · 
val · necessary to oi vilize the lest.'' 
Caesar's discharged soldiers were not, like Sulle'a 
concentrated in g roups where . disaffect i on might arise, 
but were scattered about wherever individual lots were 
founli available. *He was oaid to be ''turning the :rhole 
Empire into a melting-po t ". . He elevated Gauls and even 
Spaniards, including the sons o:f ex-slaves, into the 
Senate. He turned whole tribes recently subdued into 
Roman citizens. 
ne of his most important measures was the "lex Julia 
!unicipalis" which provided a model charter for all munici-
palities. Such a law was much needed. to help the new cit-
izens of the Italian towns to form stable governments. 
Spain. 
Many of Caesar's colonies were sent to Spain. He dis-
patched groups o:f Romans, Spaniards and legionaries to 
Cordova, Seville, Tarragona, and New Corthag-e. To Ureo he 
sent chiefly freedmen from Rome, drawing up tor them a plen 
of government which still exists. 
* :B'rank: p. 312 
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*The rulers of Spain during the time of the Republic 
had failed to pacify the country to any extent, but wise 
governors, like Tiberius Gracchue , B.C. 1?9-8 had realized 
that the proud natives would respond to kindness. The 
bui lding of good roads, the development of the natural re-
sources of the country by agriculture ana. mlning gained 
the respect of the natives. Local affaire ware left to the 
discretion of the provincials more than under the emr ire. 
Native communities collected their m;n tribute and turned 
it over to the quaestors . 
Italian oolonies were few. A permanent gar rison of 
about 40 ,000 men was kept up chiefly at Tarraoo, Gades, 
and Valenti a, and certain settlements were place a under of-
fie ial sanction such as Italic a and Corduba, for Romans 
and Csrteia for the half-caste children of the Boman sol-
diers. Valentia was given to the defeated Lusi t6llians, 
whom it was desirable to keep under observation by trans-
planting them to the east coast. 
Carteia. 
**carteia, the i'irst c'olony founded by Rome outside o-r 
Italy, wos o-f a special ty e. It had been a Phoenician 
colony, and it was chosen by the Senate to solve a difficult 
* Bouchier: 
** Hei tland: 
Spain. p.l6 
II. p. 133 
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problem. A ra:ce of half - breeds . children of the camp 
soldiers and nativos, whose na:r:-riages could not be legal-
ized. had grown up among t he Spaniards. They were, ac -
cordinglyt not accepted by either race. so certain leaders 
among them sent to Eome to beg for a town of their o m. 
The Senate ana ered this a ppeal by settling them in 
Carteia in the south. The city was to become a Latin col-
oey with tbe usual allotments of land and government along 
Italian lines, but it was to be oalle·d a colocy of freed-
men. Their freedom was thus to be that of the latin allies 
not that of .. oman citizens. All classes were thus s a tisfied. 
Spain., like Gaul, rapidly adopted the Roman customs and 
the Latin language. In the days of the Empire it was des-
tined to produce many men prominent in literature , as well 
as an Emperor of Rome . 
Ifew Carthage . 
New Carthage. the Punic city of the days of Ra.edrubal . 
had colonial rights only from the days of Caesar, who re-
named it Colonia Viotrix Julia; but it seems to have had a 
large group of Italian residents from the time of the Sec-
ond Punic rar. 
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Corduba. 
Corduba was pro bably raised to colonial rank by .?oopey. 
about 55 B.C. It sided against Caesar in the Civil War . 
During the first century B.C. it had beoome the ohief seat 
of learning in Spain. *Some o'f 1 ts disti. n~uished natives 
were the two Senecas, Lucan, Sextilius, Rena, Antonius 
Julianus, and Junius Gal.l io and his adopted son, the Ga.llio 
of the Acts. 
Weal thy Romans considered 1 t fashionable to own a 
country house in one of ita f'i ne suburbs and s pend a part of 
the year there. Existing re~ains fro m the Roman period are 
nqt numerous because the town suffered greatly from the Goths. 
Italica. 
I tali ca, the oldest Roman se-ttlement in Spa· n, was 
founded i n 206 B.C. w th ve terans from Scipio's army. By 
the t·me of Caesar it was a mun i cipium, and had become the 
occasional residence of the g overnor of Boetica. Hadrian 
tracee his descent from one af the original veterans. 
Coeoilius Tatianua, chosen b; Trajan to be hie controller 
of the :r.1soua, and the :family of Thodosius be longed in this 
town. The Spaniards also claim nuintilisn, l!ar tlal, Colum-
ella, and many other prominent men. 
*Bouchier: Spain : p. 131:144 
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During t he Empire. 
l:..ugustus. 
,.,.At the title o:f Augustus the' Tieman !ijropire con s isted 
of a large nuinber of city-states., provinces , and diverse 
peoples held to Rome by varying interests, and enjoying 
different degrees of autonomw. In the ~as t they were 
usually protected states, highly civ i lized or decadent, 
ruled by kings or princes , but pay i ng tribute to Ror.1e. 
The cities of this sect. i. on were st j 11 more Hellenic than 
Roman in their type of civilization. In the West there 
rer.1ained many barbaric tribes to whom Rome was forced to 
teach hel.~ language and he:r civilization as well as he r 
governrrent . Even at this time tJw Hest was fast becomi ng 
Romanized . One rule alone prevailed over all. The7 were 
under the absolute supremacy o·f Rome and wore ruled by 
the Latin race. The control now passed :from t..he han ds of 
a narrow oligarchy into those of a single ruler. 
On the whole the policy o:f Augustus was controlled by 
his desire to maintain the supremacy of the ruling race. 
Henae he made few grants of citizenship, limiting these to 
those peoples who had learned the tradit i ons and ideals of 
the Roman race. He also limited the right of slave owners 
to manamit their slaves. Yet he :f'ounded many colonies af-
ter the manner o~ Julius Ca~sar. These generally took the 
*Stuart Jones: pp. 13.14 
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form of military colonies. 
· The legions of Augustus ~rere almost wholly recruited 
from citizens, ~t one-half of the army consisted of aux-
. ilia.ry troops drawn from the mor t:t vigorous of the subject 
nations. Upon the completions of their term of service 
., 
under Roman discipline the,y and their families received 
the rights of citizenship , a nd were thus absorbed into the 
ruling race. 
*When, after the battle of Actium, ! ugttstus, needing 
to reduoe his army to a peace footing and to provide farms 
for his soldiers:, purchased large tracts of land, instead 
of confiscating it, all Italy became relieved and economic 
prosperity began again·. 
**In the two periods .of making settlements, B.C. 30 
and 14, Augustus founded twenty-eight in Italy. Many of 
the dispossessed inhabitants of these towns were sent to 
. 
colonize the exhausted territories of D,yrrhachium and 
Philippi. Some of his veterans were sent overseas to 
Afr j ca, Spain, Asia and Syria. These colonies were made 
to serve as buffer states as in the d~s of the early Re-
public , and whole legions were sent to form them~ Later 
examples are to be found in the town of Sarmizegetusa, 
. under Trajan and Patrol , under Augustus. The colonies of 
* Stuart Jones: pp. 12,14 
** Sandys: p. 387 
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the veterans of Claudius at Cologna and Colchester served 
a military purpose , but tha t of Nero in Campania was sent 
to repeople tbe decaying land of Italy. 
Augustus spent a p!trt of his time in the provinces 
where h~ made ma~ reforms. He reorganized them into 
(1) Senatorial, ruled by pro-consuls. or pro-praetors, a.p-
pointed by the Senate; and. (2) Imperial, go\·erned by a 
legate, who was the ersonal representative of the Emperor 
and directlY responsible to hi~. The latter colonies ~ere 
those 1n which 1 t was necessary to keep a standing army. 
Augustus further put an end, to the requisitions and usur-
ies in the collection of taxes, and gave the people more 
freedom than ever before. Any colonists who had complaints 
to make were certain of the sympathetic attention of the 
Emperor. 
*In the social and economic conditions he made no 
change. "The ~mpire was to become a community of self-
governing cities". As a result of this policy commerce re-
vived, the cities prospered, the peasants gradually dis-
appeared. and became land owners. 
Egypt. , 
**Egypt, alone. re ::wJ.ne d a private plantation of the 
Emperor subject to peculiar condi tiona and government, 
* .Rostovtzeff: p. 49 
** Frank: p.361 
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"Augustus not only owned t he land and controlled the pro-
ducts. but he converte d t he raw materials in state factor-
ies and sold the finished ~roducta." This enormous busi-
ness brought in a revenue of vlO.OOO,OOO per year . Yet 
the territory was. easily held by only one legion • 
.. ) 
*"It was partly his :faultn, sa.rs Frank, "'that the best 
blood of the senatorial aristocracy had been asted in the 
proscriptions of the triumvirate, but no deed of his during 
his long regime as princeps can be blamed for the fai lure 
of the generous plan of government that he shaped so patient-
l.y and tactfully.'' 
The frontiers were extended to t he Rhine and the Danube 
on the north, to the A tlantio on the west, nearly to the 
Euphrates and to the desert in Africa. Ten new provinces 
were added, among them Rhoetia, Noricum. Pannonia and 
!.!oesia. 
**With the death of Augustus the period of expansion 
had come to an end. Foreseeing this he left his successors 
the :famous ***"consilium coercendi intro terminos imperii" . 
This advice was , in trJB main, followed by the Julio-
Claudian and ll'lavian princes , since they added only such 
territory as would strengthen existing frontiers. 
For . about two hundred years after Augustus, until the 
death of Marcus Aurelius in 180, the empire felt the in-
Frank: p. 393 
** Tacitus: AAnals: * i,ll 
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fluence of his mild and generous treatment, ·in an era of 
peace and tranquillity. 2he age of the Antonines has been 
called by Gibbon "the happiest i n the history of mankind''. 
The provincial towns were governed very much upon the 
model of Rome with a town council called a "curia", s im-
ilar in function to the S enate~ at Rome . This was presided 
over by two officials, called "duumviri". Local govern-
ment was left, as before, in the hands of the town .. the 
East being Graeco-Oriental in type, and the We s t pretty 
thoroughly Romanized. 
Each city was built on t h e lines of Rome , with its 
fOl"Um, temples, baths, theatres and ampitheatres, its lux-
urious homes and gardena. The reconstructed tovrn of Pom-
peii gives one an excellent idea of the cities of the Em-
pire. 
Industry and commerce increased as never before. The 
great landed estates were broken up, and the small farmers 
once more had a chance to make a living. The number of 
slaves was diminishing, also, and free working men were 
encouraged to turn their unruly collegia into peaceful 
clubs. 
I!a~ luxuries were being imported and used. Silks , 
spices and incense were brought from far away China, nnd 
.. 
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India ., and with them c ame precious stones. Gold and sil-
ver, copper and iron c am e from Spain, while Athens con-
tributed marbles, bronzes and perfumes • 
Rome was filled with scholars, artists, and poets, 
maey of whom came from provinces now rnany years Romanized. 
Augustus had encouraged art end let tars. In his day P, 
Vergi lius Maro, the boy from Cisalpine province, who came 
of frontier folk forced to seek new homes out of Italy-, 
wrote his Georgics, Eclogues, and his Aeneid. Quintus 
Horatius Placcus, his friend, who also lost his property 
by eviction, but afterward recovered 1 t, wrote satires and 
later beautiful poems. Cornelius Gallus , the wealthy 
young Celt wrote lyrics. Ovid began his interesting stor-
ies. History saw the rise of Sallust and Liv,v, and Cicero's 
orations were later added to the literature of the day. 
During the next two hundre~ years Pliny the Elder wrote 
an ex tensive work on Natural History, and Q.uintilian pro-
duced an exhaustive tre atise on Oratory. Later came the 
Epistle of Pliny, the Younger, and the biography of the 
"Twelve Caesars", b:.f Suetonius. In the navian period 
Tacitus, the greatest ~:1' the Roman historians flourished, 
and Juvenal, the grea~est ·· of her satirists appeared. 
Thus the age of the early Empire c ame to an end. There 
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is no doubt that this period for the provinces. was a 
great improvement over the times of the early Republic. 
As Stobart wisely says. 
*"The motive no doubt was selfish interest, but a 
broad end farseeing selfishness whioh in the realm of 
public affairs is the nearest approach to altruism. The 
Republic that sucked the blood of her provinces is de-
testable to all right-thinking men. The autocracy that 
cleared out the canals in Egypt , planted flax and encour-
aged pottery in Gaul, irrigated Africa, and taught agri-
culture to the Moorish nomads, set the wild Iberians to 
mining and weaving, built aqueducts and roads everywhere, 
'> 
established a ~ostal system and policed land and sea so 
effectively that a man might fare from York to Palmyra, 
or from Trier to Uorocco, 'with his bosom full of gold'. 
may be tyranny governing ib its own interest, but it is an 
institution for which the world h&:e every reason to be 
.grateful. " 
Such was the EarlY Roman Empire , but the later days 
bring another story. 
One Hundred Eighty: to !wo Hundred Eighty Four 
Beginning with the re.ign of Commodus, from 180 to 284 
we find a general decline in t~ Empire . For a period of 
*stobart: The Grandeur of Rome: p.222 
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one hundred four years Rome had twenty-nine different 
Emperors, moat of them soldiers, who brought in an era 
of military despotism, aurin~ which the army became the 
real power in the land. Let us consider how thie con-
dition of affairs came about . 
*Ae early as in the reign of Augustus the military 
spirit which had made the armies of the Republic in-
vincible had begun to die out among. the citizens of Rome . 
He had reserved to the Italians as a special privilege 
tre right to serve in the nine regiments of the praetor-
ian gttard, but the dislike of the Italians to serve in 
the &l'ID1' had inoreased so rapidly that in the time of 
the Flavians they refused to enroll in. the legi.ons. Ves-
pasian' s practical exclusion of the Italians from serving 
in the legions was rega r4ed as a favor , so far had the 
ancient spirit degrade4. 
The early Roman custom had required every Roman ci ti-
zen to be a soldier, and every officer to be a high born 
Roman citizen. ~he refusal of the higher classes to ac-
quire the needed experience in service left the army des-
titute of trained officers. As a result the efficiency 
of the troops crune to rest in the non-conmiasioned of-
ficers who were chiefly centurious \sprung from the highest 
class of the urban centers. This was now the healthiest 
*stuart Jones: p . 14 
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blood in the Empire. 
Vespasian~ 
*From 73 A.D. when Vespasian caused himself to be 
elected censor that he might infuse new life into the 
Senate , we finc1 tb3 atbixture of outside blood in Rome 
steadily increasing. He introduced into the Semte and 
the Equestrian orders about a thousand new families. He · 
ohose the ae persons not only in Italy itse l:f, but from 
the richest and most influential fam i lies of the prov-
inces • . · The greater number came from Italy, Gaul. Spain 
and a very few from the East. (There were only four 
Oriental senators in the time of Vespasian. Two helped 
him to the thro~e and two were deprived of their king-
doms and living i n the cap ital. Trajan and Hadrian we re 
the first to accord the Orientals equal rights). Rome 
still distrusted the Orienta l culture, but the aris to-
cratic families of Spain and Gaul s poke Latin, were con-
versant with her literature. sympathized with her t radi-
tiona, her love for economy and simplicity, and admire d 
t . 
her moderation and largeness' of spirit. 
**The old ar istocracy had disappeared, but a ~w one 
one · h ad arisen. Same me~bers came from t he provinces; 
*Barbagallo: p . 252 
~*Rostovtzeff: p.99 
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some were adventurers or favorites of tba Emperors; many 
were furnished qy the municipal nobill~ of Italy. The 
Equestrian order· grew enormously, and tre city bougeoisie 
became the leading force in the Empire . T_le older men 
were members of the city councils and tUI colleges of 
magistrates, and the younger served in tm army. 
Vespasian was liberal in his grants of citizenship, 
bestowing municipal charters upon ma~ towns, located in 
the main recruiting centers. He also conferred upon all 
the non-Roman communities in Spain the Latin rights which 
were an earnest of full citizenship. These honors ere 
most richly deserved by Spain, who had furnjshed most of 
the most prominent riters of Rome 's early period. 
In thus creating new municipia in the territory of 
half-civilized tribes he promoted the formation of a new 
Romani zed aristocracy, whose members were former soldiers. 
To them he gave both eoo.nomio and social ri@:hts which made 
til em rulers of the rest of the po-pulation . Urban.i za.t ion 
thus meant the concentration in cities of certain elements 
which made it easier for the government to control them, 
and through them the rest of the provinces. 
The · new aristocracy selected by the ~mperor on the basis 
of personal merits, effioiena.v, and intellectual gifts , thus 
came to comprehend the provinces and t heir needs. They 
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understood their desire to be ruled, not as estates of 
the Roman people, but as cons'ti tuent parts of the Roman 
state. In this way the provinces became more reconciled 
to TioP.Ian rule, as thousands of inscriptions tasti:fy. 
Several o'f the Empe rors were of provincial birth. 
From Spain. c ame Trajan and Hadrian, and from G-aul, 
Antoninus Pius and ~:1arcus Aurelius. 
Trajan. 
Trajan, the fir at provincial Emperor was fired with a 
desire for conquest and expansion, and pushed the front-
iers beyond the Danube by conquest of Dacia. * i'hen this 
war was o-ver of whioh**~aci tua has said that ~'Rome ma.de a 
solitude and called it peace''~ Trajan made haste t6 re-
!leople tbe desolate territory. Thousands poured in from 
all the provinces of the Empire , but more especially from 
the East . There came Syrians, Palmyrenes, and Commagenes, 
bringing their goods with them, and diffusing the Oriental 
religio.ns in the West, by aid of the legions. From the 
Dalmatia came a tribe of mi ners, tl1e Pirestoe. whose serv-
ices were needed to exploit the mineral !Tealth of the new 
provinces. 
Trajan drew so heavily frcm Spain that she became 
* Stuart Jones: p.162 
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alarmed at the levies of soldiers for the Danube region and 
protested earnestly, for the booty of the battles was not 
sufficient to cover the expenses of the war. The men rare-
ly returned to trJSir homes for either they were killed or 
they remained to colonize. 
*The conquests of Trajan though brilliant, exhausted 
the resources of the land to such an extent that ·Hadrian 
decided not only to cease from war but also· to relinquish 
some of the new territories acquired. He planned to ur-
banize those lands upon which the most important mili taey 
posts rel:3ted. 
Hadrian. 
**Hadrian strengthened t he frontiers . He enlisted a 
specia.l corps of -Orientals equipped after their native 
fashion, and practising their native tactics. Behind 
tis se lay the legio.ns which , henceforth, were recruited 
from the districts in which they were quartered , and rare-
lY changed tr~ir stations. As a result the Illyrian nati on-
ality came to exercise a preponderance of influence over 
the Empire. ~he Roman ar.::ny confined to ge.r rison duty, 
ceased to .be effective o.s a striking 'force. 
Hadrian discouraged the idea of Italian supremacy by 
* Rostovtzeff: p . 317 
** Stuart Jones; p. 184 
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hi a conception o:t a common nationality, patriotism. and 
service. 
Weakening of the Roman State. 
*When the Roman State began to place the interests 
of the state before the interests of t~ people she com-
menced to decline. by discouraging the initiative of her 
people and causing them to lose interest. After she r e-
frained fron aggression and ceased to expand. she was 
attacked from the outside and obliged to concentrate on 
self'-defenoe. 
**The weakening process went on. Marcus Aurel ius de-
mended the restoration of about 160,000 Roman subjects 
who had been kidnapped by the enemy. He then established 
a neutral zone about . ten miles wide on the left benk of 
the Danube. The depopulation, caused by the wars and by 
the pestilence brought from the Eas t. led to far-reaching 
consequences for Rome. Mar cus Aurelius, obliged to ask 
aid of tile Germans to ass 1st him in his figh-t a alnet 
Geri!lans. foun~ it necessary to permit tens of thousands 
o:f.' his half barbaric allies to settle u~on the was~ lands 
of Pannon1a in a half free cond i tion. They were termed 
"coloni". and were bound to the soil by a species of serf-
* Rostovtze.ff: p.333 
** Stuart Jones: p . 227 
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dom. At the ·same time they were kept under military dis-
cipline and were obliged to serve in defence of the front-
iers. Each succeeding E~peror followed this precedent 
until a century later there was not a province free from 
the presence of the barbaric settler. 
Royal Absolutism. 
Septimus Soverus, an Afr i can by birth, who spoke 
Punic more rend ily than La tin. was the first Emperor given 
to Rome by the oountt7 whose natives had nov1 succeeded the 
Romanized Spaniar s as leaders in the intellectual and 
literary moveoent of the d~. 
~The rule of Severus began a period of royal absolut-
ism. L)ke Hadrian he was a cosmopolite. Re bestowed n. 
charter upon ~gypt. which ~ad never known political free-
dom. He heaped riches U!JOn his soldiers. gave them au thor-
ity to ivear gold rings, and admitted the centurians to the 
e c;.uestrian order. Most objectionable of all he quartered 
a legion recruited wholly from barbarians at Albano, thus 
brutally assertin~ the subjeo.tion of Italy, which u p to 
tl1e present time had never seen le._ ions encamped ·on ita 
soil. 
**Out of these excessive privileges continued by later 
* Stuart Jones: ~.249 
** Rostovtzeff: p . 413 
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Emperors. the r e grew a s pecial mili ta.ry aristocracy 
bound to the person of the Emperar by purely personal 
ties. The ar~ was a system of mercenaries, selected 
from the least civilised tribes, the Illyrians, Arabs, 
Moors, Britons, Germans, and Sarmatians. Conscription 
was limited to the sons of settled soldiers. By the 
time of Gallierius it had grown into na special foreign 
caste, which furni.shed the administr~tive personnel of 
the Empire, the greater portion of the ruling class, and 
the Emperor himself. It could not be Romanized because 
it was constantly being recruited. 
The Third Century. 
*v e know few of the de,tails of the third century, 
but we do know that it was a time of anarchy. Everywhere 
were inseouri ty, poverty and oppress ion, except in Britain, 
which seems to have enjoyed a measure of peace and prosper-
i ty at this time. 
The city bourgeoisie which had replaced the Roman aris-
tocracy of the senatorial class were now in turn replaced 
by peasants who were descended :from soldiers. 
**The colon!, or cultivators of the soil, had been re-
duced to serfdom, partlY by natural economic conditions, 
* Rostovtzeff: p.447 
** Stuart Jones: p.273 
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and part~ by the influence of the large landlords. 
They were in a condition similar to the semi-barbaric 
serfs of !.!arcus Aurelius, and the clas s of "limi tonei" 
whom Alexander had settled on the frontiers. The middle 
olass had disappeared. Great sums ot money needed to 
satisf.Y the soldiers were wrung from the people by taxa-
tion, and money intended for their amusement was diverted 
to the treasury of the arJI\V. 
The native population had decreased alarmingly. The 
vitality of Rome was exhausted. Her upper classes were 
worn out by luxury and idleness, and her poorer people 
were destroyed by illness, pestilence and overwork. 
At the end of the century the situation was similar 
to what it had been at the close of the second century, 
only it was worse. The civil wars had then left intact 
the city-state, but now tha. t was destroyed, and it became 
apparent that Empire based on propertied classes alone 
could not stand the strain of foreign invasions. 
Besides tbe levelling process carried on in the aruw-
the Edict of Oaracalla, in 212, had given the Roman 
franchise to all the free inhabitants of the Roman world. 
The aim o:t tha Emperor was less unselfish than it seems. 
His chief desire was to increase the number of citizens 
from whom he could collect an inheritance tax. The ef-
fect of this measure was to efface the lest di stinc ti on 
between the provinces and Rome. It is plain to be seen 
that such an easy gift of citizenship to hordes of slaves 
and foreigners who had no interest in the Roman state and 
no comprehension of the institutions which had made it 
great was a fatal mistake. 
The Soldier Emperors. 
The results of the polio ies of the soldier Emperors 
were not long in making themselves felt. The later 
Emperors beginning with Diocletian, gave themselves more 
and more over to the influence of Orientalism. They 
adopted a very elaborate ~stem of administration, more 
• like that of Persia than of anything connected with Rome. 
Diocletian chose to live in Uicomedia, a town in Asia 
inor, and never set foot in Rome for twenty years. He 
assumed the diadem and gorgeous robes of an Eastern mon-
arch, and demanded genuflections and abasement from his 
courtiers. Constantine went even farther than his pre~ 
deoesaor in organizing an Oriental_ Court with a large 
retinue of officials and an elaborate ritual of life. 
Constantine also ret!loved the capital from ?.ome and set 
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it up in B,yzantium, which now received hie name, becom-
ing Constantinonle. This wa.~ a move to get away from the 
paganism of Rome. and establish a Christian city for an 
Empire which he determined to Christianize. *"With the 
moving of the capital to the East," Frank asserts, "the 
imposition of absolutism, and the acceptance of Christian-
! ty, we have reached a per.iod when little that is recog-
nizably 'Roman' meets our view. ~he frontiers still 
practically are intact, but Rome is dead ana the corpse 
not worth burying." 
Rome bad produced some things which were worthy o-t 
saving, he declares, and these were saved. ~'The barbar-
ians had time to learn to respect Roman law before it was 
too late, and Rome's law became a civilizing influence 
even bef.ore her literature did. Finally. Rome, had now 
... 
adopted and absorbed a religion that had sprung from the 
deepest roots of spiritual idealism. Rome held the bar-
barians back long enough to teach them the elements of 
this reli'gion and give to them the book that could teach 
the rest when the elements had made the rest comprehens-
ible." Then the end came. 
Value of the Citu-State. 
One of the most valuable of the contributions which 
*Frank: p. 663,664 
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Rome made to civilization was ., as we have shown, the 
oity-st&te. We have been follo ing the development of 
this element in Roman history from its simplest form in 
the r .egal period and have seen how . by a policy of in~ 
corporation and free municipal go·vernment, the once small 
city of Rome became a great Emp ire, extending her control 
over thousands of similar cities to their benefit and her 
own. We have outlined the story of a few such cities. 
which by industry and .~ommerce. and because of the . civic 
pride of their citizens. grew to possess great wealth and 
the highest degree of cultivation. 
·We . have shown by what steps this· element, once he r 
greatest strength, became ?.ome 1 s most serious menace, 
and led, at least in part, to her downfall . It is not 
difficult to trace how, to the primitive town or city 
meant on~. to aot as a military barrieT against an out-
aide foe. was added the colony planted to relieve the dis -
trees of the poor or to provide for landless veterans; how 
the continued evictions of groups of inhabitants led to 
the migration of great numbers to foreign lands, and bow 
~1na1 1y, the county devastated and depopulated, by warfare. 
attracted to its fertile shores hordes of barbarians and 
Orientals. It is QUite a~~arent that this constant migrat-
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ory flow from shore to shore must have brought about a 
mixture of the races with its danger that the worst ele-
ments of all became the inheri ta.nce of the offspring . .. 
With enemies on every frontier ai ting to pour over 
the borders, bent on pillage and opportunities for set-
tlement, and thousands of separate cities without cohe-
sion, their beet blood 'drained by civil and foreign wars. 
Rome's downfall was accomplished. 
Note: 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
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I have examined all of these books 
carefully, and have read everything 
in eaoh that bore u pon my subject. 
'· In many instances I have read a 
great deal more than that. 
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